In war-time the Sanitary Companies exist solely for the purpose of training men who go out, not as a Company but as a Sanitary Section. A Sanitary Section consists of an officer and twenty-five men. The officer may be a medical man, but he may also be a non-medical man with sanitary or engineering qualifications. Of the twenty-five men, three or four should be sanitary inspectors, five or six of the others should be men with trade experience, such as that of plumbing or carpentering, the others may be men of good general education. The chief point is that they should be adaptable, keen, possess a general knowledge of field sanitation, and be able immediately to sterilize water on a small or large scale, to carry out a practical campaign against flies, know how to build furnaces, be capable of burning camp rubbish, and fteces and horse manure, construct grease-traps, &c., and pick out and remedy on the spot all minor sanitary defects in a camp. Finally they must all have the power of making camp inspections with tact, they must be clear and definite in their reports to their O.C., and able to impress the sanitary squads of the units they are sent to inspect, so that their advice is attended to and carried out without causing friction.
The ranks that are authorized are as follows: The officer may be a lieutenant or a captain; of the men, one is a.staff-sergeant and another a sergeant; there are two corporals and one paid lance-corporal, and any or all of the others who are privates may be given honorary rank as lance-corporals or corporals.
Many most capable and highly-trained men are still serving as privates, and while one would like to see promotion more rapid in many cases, it is not permitted to send for a man to come back from abroad to promote him, so that a very good man may be still a private, while another who joined much later is a staff-sergeant. On the other hand several who joined early now hold commissions. While some men may feel they ought to get quicker promotion, there is a very strong feeling of comradeship amongst the members of each section, so that men do not always feel desirous of leaving their friends. In addition it has been so generally recognized that every section has proved itself of real value in the Army that all men feel their work to be useful, and are more concerned to do it well than to think too much of their personal advancement.
On looking back at the first few weeks of our work, I see that with greater experience we might have accomiplished much more in our sanitary work than we did, but our inexperience in military methods was not a serious obstacle, because the need for improvement in sanitation was so apparent that we were welcomed and helped not only by the O.C.'s of units, but by the French civil authorities. Our first task was to clean up and keep clean a fair-sized railway station, where trains of wounded were arriving. One of our men who spoke French fluently took charge of a small party of civilians; these men brushed up the rubbish and burned it in two old steamer funnels which we set at an angle so as to promote a draught. The rubbish consisted of foul bandages, excreta, food thrown out of infected carriages, blood-stained clothing, &c. Others watered the platforms with cresol solution, and others cleaned out and scrubbed a large warehouse which in a few days was used as a receiving hospital. This place looked to us as quite hopeless on account of its filthy condition, but its position was ideal and when cleaned and fitted up it was extremely useful. Meantime we were stencilling notice boards directing men to latrines and urinals, burning horse-dung, and putting up brick incinerators in all the camps. I inspected the water supply and finding the source, to say the least of it, very liable to pollution, I determined to sterilize all the drinking water possible. There were no tanks in which to do this, nor had we official filtering water-carts, so I decided to sterilize the water in the soldiers' own water-bottles, using a method which is applied to the drinking water in many towns where the water is of doubtful quality. It did not then occur to me to ask leave of the French to sterilize the whole town supply at the water-works, though I believe they would have agreed. The method we used was the following: The men's waterbottles were collected and half-filled with water and placed in rows on long tables. To the contents of each, three drops of bleaching powder solution (2 grm. of bleaching powder dissolved in a pint of water) was then added. After this was added the water-bottles were filled to within an inch of the neck, corked and shaken, and returned to the men after half an hour. This method is very simple, and very quickly performed.
Many cases must have occurred where the regulation filtering and sterilizing water-carts were not available, nor tanks either. In such cases, the officer in charge of each platoon could make up the mixture of 2 grm. of bleaching powder to a pint of water and use it to sterilize the water in his men's water bottles as above described. I have used small pipettes which deliver three drops with which to add the solution, but a simpler and equally good plan is to carry some clean wood skewers such as butchers use. If these are dipped into the solution and the end quickly held over the neck of the water-bottle, three drops can be run in off them, and if one pint jar of the solution is made, and four skewers are ready, 100 men can add the three drops to their waterbottles within two minutes. The addition of three drops to the waterbottle, which has a capacity of about 1,000 c.c., is equal to an addition of one part of bleaching powder to one million parts of water. There is no harm in letting four drops or five drops run in, but three are enough except for very bad water.
It is a curious fact that whereas a small excess of chlorine is unpleasant in water, it is much more so when the water is made into tea. There are a few people who are particularly sensitive to the taste of chlorine, and in order that the process of sterilization shall not be disliked and evaded, it is necessary that it should be carefully and exactly performed, using no more than is sufficient to ensure a certainty of sterilizing all the coli-typhoid group, and the water must be left sufficiently long for any residual chlorine to disappear.
I found in the beginning that there were many men who did not like the idea of a " chemical " being added to drinking water, and in teaching the method of sterilizing I have always taken care to explain that while it is quite true that in this process we do add a chemical to the drinking water, it no longer exists as such when the water is ready to be drunk, as it has been changed into lime-salts such as exist in most natural hard waters.
In the next town at which we were stationed I was equally convinced that the drinking water ought to be sterilized, and as water had to be carted from stand-pipes to the different units, I arranged to sterilize it in the water-carts (which were wine-barrels placed on carts) at the time when they were filled at the stand-pipes.
To ensure proper mixture and also to make sure that the right quantity is added, it is best to prepare a stock solution over night and bottle it off in Winchester quarts. The quantity I decided to add was 7 gr. of bleaching powder per 100 gallons of water. The water-barrels had a capacity of just 100 gallons. The stock solution was made up to consist of 1 per cent. (1 grm. per 100 c.c.), so that 50 c.c. of this solution were added to the contents of each water-barrel. Subsequently a piped supply was laid on to most of the units and the amount of carted water was then much less. Later on pairs of 500-gallon tanks were fixed at suitable places in the camp and the water was sterilized by adding 250 c.c. of the solution to each.
By arrangement with the O.C.'s of units a notice was placed on each tank prohibiting any one from filling the tanks except the men in charge of the sterilizing. Each tank had a row of four or five taps for the convenient filling of water-bottles. Billets in the town were provided with small tanks, and the water was sterilized in these by the addition of an appropriate quantity of solution.
There were, however, a large number of troops (and all the townspeople) who were drinking the untreated and unfiltered town waterso I sought and obtained permission to suggest to the town authorities that it would be a wise precaution to sterilize the whole of the town supply. This suggestion was favourably considered by them and was ado.pted, and the regular sterilization is carried out by their medical officer at the waterworks in addition to the sterilization at the camps already described. It is advisable to continue both sterilizations in order to give real security.
In Base camps in the North of France flies have not been so troublesome as in many other places. The principal point in keeping a camp free from flies is the regular removal of horse-dung. This substance forms their chief breeding ground in temperate climates, and if it can be removed to a distance of a mile or a mile and a half from camp it is not necessary to waste much time on it afterwards. Except with a view of providing exercise for drivers and horses, the carting of it is not so good a method of transport as tramming it away on a narrowgauge light tram-line such as is used in mining. A convenient gauge is 18 in., and the weight of rails should be 12 lb. to 18 lb. to the yard. Sleepers should be placed not more than 2 ft. apart, and properly packed.
In war time, manure cannot be sold in most places, nor even given away, so it is carted or trammed to a dump. Sometimes it is necessary to burn it, and this is not easy to do when large quantities have to be dealt with, and when the weather is wet. Numerous kinds of furnaces have been tried, but the best is a very simple one, consisting of a cross trench; the trenches are made 12 ft. long, 2 ft. wide and 2 ft. deep. This is dug on the top of the manure dump itself. The cross-trench is then covered with iron bars, such as rails or old piping,.
spaced about a foot apart. On this are spread sheets of expanded metal, of a mesh about 4 in. by 2 in. Over the part where the trenches cross and on top of the expanded metal is placed a cone or ball of any loose metal, such as bundles of the wires that come on the hay-bales. This cone is to keep the fire open. The best manure, consisting of the driest and longest pieces, is spread over the cone and the expanded metal; above this is placed other manure, and the whole is lighted by holding half a dozen old sacks, sprinkled with paraffin, one at a time on the end of a manure fork under the surface of the expanded metal in the centre, where the trenches cross. The burning sacks heat the cone and set fire to the manure, which smoulders away. More manure is scattered on the cone and on the expanded metal about once an hour, and at the same time the cone and the expanded metal is knocked with a fork so as to cause the ashes to drop through into the trench. They are removed from the trench by means of a hoe. Manure seldom burns with a flame, and unless it is supported -and kept open by some such means as above described, it settles down and packs into a tight mass that will not allow air to draw through.
Again, unless the ash is removed frequently, it deadens the fire by excluding the air. Where there is much manure to dispose of the tramline should be laid in a circle on the dump with incinerators at intervals on either side of the tram-line. In this way as each truck of manure comes up it can be conveniently unloaded, wholly or partially, at whichever incinerator is ready to take more manure. If the tram-line is over half a mile long there should be points and crossing places to enable empty to pass full trucks. Nevertheless, it is a pity to burn manure at any time, and it would be much better to make a large garden and use the manure to produce fresh vegetables.
Another method of keeping down the number of flies would be to run a large flock of fowls on each dump, because they pick up uiEdigested grains and a great many larvwe. The principal danger of flies in a camp and hospital is the probability of their carrying infection from the latrines to food or to drinking water.
Army latrines in a semi-permanent camp or hospital usually consist of a seat and a bucket, which is seldom covered in such a way as to prevent flies from settling on the fresh excreta and the soiled paper.
Attempts have been made to keep flies out of the buckets by cleansing -the buckets with cresol or crude oil or paraffin, or to keep flies away from the feces by having enough cresol-emulsion in each bucket in which to submerge the fa3ces. In actual practice none of these plans is really successful, as the attraction of fresh faeces for the flies is so great that nothing will keep them away, and even if a quantity of cresol-solution is placed in buckets, as fieces fall into them they form a pyramid, which soon rises above the solution, and flies come to it.-In some camps the latrines have been fitted with lids that drop over the seat, but there is still an opportunity for flies to enter in the space between the bucket and the seat, and they do enter, though in much less numbers than if the bucket is left open, as the partial darkness somewhat checks them from entering the buckets. In most camps the buckets are of different heights, so that the distance between the top of the bucket and the bottom of the seat varies considerably. The most convenient plan for really preventing flies from walking on the fteces and soiled paper, both during the time the bucket is in the latrine, and also while it is being transferred to be emptied and cleaned, is to make a flat lid with a handle out of any kind of ration box; this slides over the bucket and under the seat. It is covered with a whitewash containing a little bleaching powder on the lower side, and the words "Replace cover" are stencilled on the upper surface in such a position that when the cover is in position the words are visible through the hole in the seat. There are two points that require, attention: first it is necessary to convince the O.C. of the unit that the covers are necessary, and serve a useful object. Then he puts it in local orders that they are to be used, and their use becomes a regular routine. Secondly, one has to see that none of the buckets has projecting lugs which prevent the cover from coming down quite flat on to the rim of the bucket. All those buckets in which the lugs (to which the handle is attached) project above the rim should be returned to store and others drawn which do not project. If new buckets are not available a request should be made to the R.E. to allow the lugs to be lowered; this is easily done by cutting off the studs and replacing the lugs an inch or so lower down. Men soon learn to replace the covers, and as there is always one of the latrine men at work near the latrines all day, he can see to the replacement until all the men in camp are used to them. A notice-board should be placed at the entrance of each latrine stating that they are to be replaced directly after use. All latrine seats should be scrubbed daily, the buckets should be washed out after ,the1foeces and urine have been poured out. They are most easily washed by putting them into a tub containing 1 part cresol to 10 parts water, and washing with a brush provided with a handle a foot long. Then they'should be allowed to drain upside down, and finally wiped over, inside and out, with a rag dipped in ordinary paraffin. The outside should be kept bright by rubbing with a rag and paraffin, and a little bath-brick or fine sand. Some people prefer to whitewash the buckets outside, but if they are kept bright and clean the zinc coating lasts lonaer, and the buckets do not leak so soon. A sharp watch must be kept for leaky buckets, and directly they show signs of a leak they should be condemned. The disposal of the contents of the buckets is best carried out in the camp if it can possibly be done. Contractors are usually very unsatisfactory; their charges are considerable, and they are very apt to spill contents of buckets, and to employ leaky carts. At the camp I was in they would discharge the contents of their tank carts in unauthorized places. They can be detected in pouring urine on to grass (which they used to do on dark mornings and evenings) by putting a small quantity of confetti in the urine buckets. The disposal of the pail contents in camps can be carried out as follows: A urine pit is dug about 6 ft. by 6 ft., and filled with layers of burnt-out tins and stones,vand a dry brick floor placed over it.
A pipe of cresol drums is built into the centre of the pit, the top drum standing a few inches above the brick floor. By looking down into the pipe of cresol drums one can always see what depth of liquid there is in the pit, so as to judge whether another pit must be dug. In the top of the cresol drum which projects from the urine pit is placed a strainer. This strainer is pierced with i-in. holes. To strain the mixture of feces and urine a shovelful of small coal is placed in the strainer, and a bucket of feces and urine poured slowly on to it. The urine runs through the strainer into the pit, and the faeces and paper remain on the small coal in the strainer. If the feces are soft or remain soaking in urine for some hours, a certain quantity of them mixes with the urine and passes through the strainer. This tends to choke the urine-pit, and therefore the feces should not be left soaking in the urine longer than can be helped.
Several different types of furnace have been used to burn excreta. Seeing that feeces contain 70 per cent. of water they cannot be burned easily, except by feeding them a little at a time into a considerable volume of material already raised to a good heat. An early pattern of furnace was one of brick, built in a square at the bottom, and up to about 6 ft. high, and then tapering inwards, and with a brick chimney built vertically above the fire. The total height was about 14 ft. In this furnace the fmces were burned with the aid of camp rubbish, and very little fuel, if any at all. They acted well, but being built of ordinary bricks they did not last long before they developed serious cracks. We were then supplied with small Horsfall furnaces, which had an outer casing of metal and fire-brick lining. If these furnaces are used carefully they work admirably. The two principal points to which attention must be directed are: first, not to let the fire get too fierce, which easily may occur when the camp rubbish is dry and contains substances that burn rapidly; secondly, care must be exercised in putting in the feces, so as never. to let feces touch the heated fire-brick lining. The right way to add the faeces is to scrape out a saucer-shaped depression on the top of the fire and tip the fteces into it. If this is done and the temperature of the furnace is properly regulated there is no reason why the fire-brick lining should not last for many months, but if carelessly treated the lining can be injured in a few weeks and the outer casing cracked as well. These furnaces are rather expensive, and their weight makes it difficult to transport them in some cases. Various extemporized furnaces to do similar work have been built in many camps. An ingenious type introduced by Captain Smale, D.S.O., is built up of square tins filled with a mixture of clay and breeze. This is fitted with charging and raking doors made of hammered-out cresol drums and' a cresol-drum chimney. When the ffces of the tins inside the furnace are burned away the clay and breeze has burnt hard and retains its position and shape. A furnace has also been built out of sand-bags filled with clay. A brick furnace somewhat on the lines of the Horsfall furnace has been built with a coil of piping introduced at the back of the chimney, so that some of the waste heat is utilized to supply hot water.
Whatever type of furnace is built, both it and the rubbish to be burnt should be protected by a shed. In this shed should be kept the brushes, &c., for cleaning the buckets, and a shelf for the basin, soap, nail-brush and towels for the furnace-men, who should be provided with overalls, extra boots and old uniforms for use at their work. They should sleep in separate tents and their mess-tables separated from other men, and should not be employed in any other way.
They are usually paid eightpence a day extra, and should be given frequent opportunities to bath. The work is not so unpleasant as it might seem at first sight, and after men get accustomed to using the furnaces they are able to burn the feces effectively, and with the emission of very little smell.
Flies congregate in the incinerator sheds, and can be caught there in large numbers, especially in the evening when they come to the warmth and to shelter from cold wind.
METHODS OF KEEPING DOWN THE NUMBER OF FLIES.
In addition to keeping down the number of flies by preventing their breeding near the camps and hospitals, all means should be taken to catch and kill them in camps and hospitals. There are five methods which can be employed:-(1) The regular use of a large number of glass or wire-gauze vessels containing a solution attractive to them.
(2) Poisoning with arsenic solution.
(3) Poisoning with formalin solution.
(4) Catching them with a sticky material spread on paper, string, old tent rope or wires.
(5) Killing with " fly-flappers."
(1) Solutions of sugar or sugar and beer, or sugar and casein, may be used in these traps, but unless a great many are employed the effect has not much result.
(2) Poisoning with arsenic solution is very effective, but is not suitable for indoor work. Some brushes or latrine screens stretched on stakes near a manure heap and sprayed daily with a solution of i oz. of sodium arsenite and some sugar in a gallon of water are very effective.
(3) Poisoning with formalin solution is useful if the flies have no access to any other liquid, that is in an office or a store-room, where the windows can be closed, or in open rooms in dry weather. If the flies can get out to drink from puddles or water-butts they do not drink formalin mixture. The formialin mixture niust be of the correct strength; if it is too strong they will not drink it, and if it is too weak they are not killed by it. The best strength is 1 volume of formalin to 39 volumes of water. Some sugar, treacle or honey is a useful addition. This mixture is placed in tins or saucers on shelves in convenient places. The method is not a suitable one for larders or kitchens or mess-rooms, because the flies do not die in the saucer, but all over the place. The mixture can be used with great effect in dry weather near a manure dump. It can be placed in the shallow tray formed by inverting a cresol-drum. It is poured out 4 in. deep and a piece of bread put in the middle of the pool of liquid for the flies to stand upon; it is often found that the ground is thickly covered with dead flies. Men who mix and distribute formalin must not be allowed to get it on their hands, as it has a very injurious effect.
(4) All the commercial fly-papers are useful and effective, but the expense of using them in effective numbers is great, and the issue of flypaper is never sufficient to employ freely. An effective sticky mixture can be made on the spot, which is quite as effective as anything that can be bought and very much cheaper. It can be applied to paper, string, old tent-ropes or wires. The sticky mixture (or "fly-glue ") is prepared by painting a hot mixture of two parts by weight of powdered resin to one part by weight of castor oil on to any suitable material. It requires a little practice to make the mixture, which is prepared by heatipg the ingredients in an old saucepan!or dixie, and stirring all the time with a stick. This mixture is very stiff and tenacious when cold, but when hot it is quite fluid like ordinary oil-paint. As it is difficult to carry about papers coated with the fly-glue, it is best to apply the glue to wires, for, as already stated, in most camps there is a quantity of wire to be found which comes on the hay-bales. This can be straightened out and cut into 2-ft. lengths. An inch at one end is bent so as to make it possible to hang the wires on nails. The mixture can be kept in tins for weeks or months, but it should not be applied to the wires or paper until they are required for use. The wires are painted with the glue, and then placed in a bucket made out of an old cresoldrum; 500 wires can be easily carried by a man. They are hung up on nails in latrines, kitchens, larders and food stores; in a marquee they can be hung on a string stretched between the two poles at a distance of 9ft. above the ground. As soon as they are full of flies, or in any case not later than after two days, they are replaced by fresh wires, and the old ones are placed in bundles in a low furnace and burned off. They are then ready to be glued again, and can be used all the season, and then put in a dry place for the following year. In a bell-tent they may be hung with the bent end hooked in each of the three small ventilators; in this position the sticky portion does not touch the tent, nor the poles, nor the men's heads or clothes. There is nothing in the mixture which is attractive to flies, but they like to settle on anything which is dark and narrow, and hanging down. I experimented by adding to the mixture honey, sugar, a fresh fish flavour and a stale fish flavour, but on trying wires so prepared alternated in rows with others coated with the usual mixture I found the last mentioned caught as many flies as those coated with a flavoured mixture.' One man can coat about 8,000 wires a week, and the cost of the resin and castor oil is not more than two shillings a thousand.
One advantage attaching to the fly-wires is that they do not flap about in a draught as do fly-papers.
If it is desired to apply the fly-glue to paper, a convenient plan is to punch a hole in some hundreds of strips of paper, the strips being old newspapers cut 3 in. wide, and then to lay a strip on a board which is 6 in. longer and twice as wide as the strips, and paint the fly-glue on to the strip-the next strip is laid on top and painted, and so on, until as many are done as are wanted. Then they are all carried on the board to -the places where they are to be put up, and peeled off one at a time, and hung on nails.
(5) A convenient "fly-flapper" which answers as well as the wire flappers sold in shops, can be made out of a piece of old canvas or tarpaulin attached to a stick about 2 ft. long. It is best to make a number of small holes in the flap, so that the fly does not escape a blow by being swept away by the movement of the air caused by striking a blow. If a number of men use these flappers for a few minutes every evening, when flies are settling for the night, a great many can be killed in this way.
DRYING OF CLOTHES.
If a camp is going to be occupied for more than a few days, it is worth while putting up an arrangement for drying men's clothes. This may be done out of materials which are available everywhere. A pipe is made of cresol-drums by taking out the tops and bottoms, and slightly tapering one end of each, and driving one into the other so as to get a pipe about 20 ft. long. This pipe is supported 2 ft. off the ground on small piers built of old bricks or stones; a simple furnace is built at one end and a chimney at the other. Ordinary camp rubbish, leaves, twigs, &c., are burned in the furnace, and a light wooden framework is constructed 1 ft. above the pipe. The wet clothes are sTupported on this framework; 4 ft. above this another framework is built, and a tarpaulin stretched over it to keep the rain off. This is an arrangement similar to that which is used at most mines for drying clothes. It is customary at a mine to get an old boiler tube about 2 ft. in diameter and make a fire at one end, tilting the tube to promote a draught. Such a tube is not generally available in a camp, but the cresol-drum pipe with a furnace at one end and a chimney at the other forms an efficient contrivance. USES OF CRESOL DRUMS. Cresol drums, which are always available in large numbers, are very convenient for the making of surface drains. By piercing a number of holes (which is easily done with an entrenching tool) the drums are converted into pipes which are laid in ditches alongside the paths in camps and hospitals. If it is necessary to provide for ambulance or lorry traffic over the drain, it can be made to stand such traffic by making holes in both ends of the drum and taking out one end. The drums are then packed tight with large pebbles and the end put back. They are laid tightly, so as to end in a trench which just fits them, and so that there is 6 in. space above them. This space is rammed with road-metal. Water will run through such a drain almost as freely as if it were an open pipe. In the course of time sand and mud will accumulate in the drums, then the layer of road metal is dug up and the drums lifted out and stood on end. A bucket of water poured through washes out the sand and they are again replaced in position.
Cresol drums are useful in many other ways. They can be used as braziers for charcoal or coke by punching a few holes round the side near the bottom and standing them on three bricks. With the top taken out and a rope handle fitted to them, they make useful buckets; for warming tents at night a cresol drum full of boiling salt water placed against the pole is convenient and safe.
We have an exhibit of the various sanitary appliances to which I have referred on a piece of ground in Manor Street, King's Road, Chelsea, directly behind the Chelsea Public Baths, and I have the authority of the Officer Commanding the First London Salitary Company to invite any members of Ahis-Society to visit it, with their friends, at any time that is convenient to them.
Major FREMLIN, R.A.M.C., gave a demonstration, illustrated by diagrams, of the work of the First London Sanitary Company overseas. The diagrams served to explain many of the various improvised appliances made by the Sanitary Sections in France, Belgium, Egypt, and Salonika, and were drawn by members of the Company.
DISCUSSION.
Lieutenant-Colonel S. MONCKTON COPEMAN, R.A.M.C., F.R.S.: I desire in the first place to thank Captain Moor for his most interesting paper; and also Major Fremlin for the subsequent demonstration. I can speak with special knowledge as to the good work done by Captain Moor slnce his return from France, as in connexion with the instructional work now being carried out at the Royal Army Medical College, officers from the various commands are afforded opportunity of attending practical demonstrations on the exhibit of improvised sanitary appliances 'which Captain Moor has been largely instrumental in providing at Chelsea. In reference to that portion of the paper which deals with-ithe'destruction of flies, while appreciating the ingenuity of the methods suggested, it is, I think, of importance to bear in mind that the only plan likely to be of real service in this connexion is to devote special attention to the question of preventing the breeding of flies, and in order to attain this object it is not by any means necessary to remove all horse-manure to a considerable distance from the camp. Even with the help of a narrow-gauge tramline, as advocated by Captain Moor, transport of the material for a distance of about a mile involves an expenditure of time and labour that may be more profitably utilized in other directions. For, as I have demonstrated, by employing a method of " close packing " the manure1 on a prepared site, adjoining the stables if possible, the high temperature resulting from fermentation of the compacted heaps suffices to kill any eggs or larva of the fly that may be present. Moreover, the value of the material as a fertilizing agent is but little impaired. If, concurrently, every precaution be taken, by appropriate methods, to prevent flies obtaining access to human exereta or food, necessity should hardly arise for the use of methods aiming only at the entanglement or poisoning of the adult insect. The burning of manure should be avoided as being wasteful and unnecessary. Captain Moor has not discussed in his paper the question of the treatment and disposal of the sullage water of camps. But as this subject has so often presented great difficulties in the past, the perusal of the results of some recent experimental work after their official publication may be found useful. In conclusion I beg to thank Captain Moor for the help he has always so readily afforded me.
Mr. A. BACOT (Lister Institute): I entirely agree that the method of close packing of horse-manure described by Colonel Copeman is the best general means of preventing the breeding of flies in camps. I should like to draw attention to the danger arising from the presence of old cardboard or wooden boxes and large tins in manure dumps or large heaps of mixed rubbish. I have found that flies (Musca domestica) will feed, pair and deposit eggs in the dark.
These insects can live and breed freely in closed card jars of pint capacity kept in a warm humid incubator. It follows from this that there is more than a possibility that adult flies reared in fermenting heaps may find their way into spaces such as are afforded by empty receptacles buried in rubbish, and continue breeding when the climatic conditions render it impossible on the exterior. A very general defect in fly-spraying fluids with which I have experimented is that while the spray knocks over the flies it touches, and renders them incapable of flight, the majority of healthy flies are not killed if the temperature is as high as 75°to 80 F. If a cage containing flies that have been stupefied by spraying at 50°or 60°F. be placed in a warm atmosphere a large proportion speedily recover. This drawback I find can be remedied by adding a solution 'of a kerosene oil and soap emulsion to fly-spraying fluids which fail to kill at " summer heat." The soap-oil emulsion is very fatal to flies, but does not kill them immediately on contact; if, however, it be added in suitable proportions to any spraying fluid which speedily knocks them down, it obviates the danger of their recovery.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. KENWOOD, R.AM.C.: I am glad of the opportunity of complimenting Captain Moor and Major Fremlin upon their interesting and instructive paper and demonstration. I have witnessed some of the improvisations alluded to in operation in France and Belgium, and can testify to their practical worth. I have often felt that in these simple expedients to meet Army needs there is much that should prove useful and suggestive to the practical civil sanitarian in rural districts, and that he would do well to make himlself practically acquainted with them. With reference to the fly danger, the measure which always appeals to me as of prime importance is that which Lancet, 1916 Lancet, , i, p. 1182 aims at preventing them from gaining access to human dejecta, and to the sick from communicable disease, and as precautions to this end can never be complete, the careful guarding of all food from their contact is included in this measure. But with this essential precaution of protection should be combined that of prevention (from breeding), and even destruction may be called for, especially when the camp has within a mile many breeding facilities which are not under military control. Among the various methods which have been suggested and applied for keeping down the fly population in camps, that of Lieutenant-Colonel Copeman seems to me to be the most simple and practical when transport is difficult or impossible to obtain, as is so often the case. The fat which,.despite grease-traps, gets down to the filter beds in standing camps is, in my experience, a great handicap to the efficient action of purification plant; and anyone who can devise a simple, easily workable means of more completely separating and removing it, will confer a real service. In my opinion it is the fat in ablution and bath waters which is responsible for most of the trouble.
Captain P. HARTLEY, R.A.M.C. (First London Sanitary Company): I have had no experience of the work of a Sanitary Section at a Base Camp in France, but have been in command of a Sanitary Section attached to a division in the field for the past ten months. The conditions are, of course, very different in the two cases, but members may be interested to know something of the work being done by Sanitary Sections at the Front, and to hear of some of the difficulties which are encountered from time to time. To ensure a safe supply of drinking water for troops, R.A.M.C. orderlies are posted at the authorized water supply stations; the supplies are tested daily by N.C.O.'s of the Section and the orderlies add the requisite amount of bleaching powder to each water-cart before it leaves the station. At present only one Horrocks's water testing cabinet is provided in the equipment of a Sanitary Section; this is a most useful piece of apparatus and it would be a great advantage if we were provided with three or four for our work. One of the most difficult and important sanitary problems at the Front is the disposal of human exereta. They must be either buried or burnt. The latter is by far the safer and more satisfactory method of disposal, but there are occasions when incineration is impracticable, and burial-with the possibility of endangering the water supplies-is the only alternative. Wherever possible, faces are burnt, and to carry this out successfully with all units in a division is a problem of some considerable magnitude. It is essential that well trained and intelligent orderlies should be employed, that solid and fluid exereta should be separated before the incineration of the ftnces, and that a suitable incinerator should be provided for the purpose. It has been found that in medical units, such as Field Ambulances, incineration of faces is carried out in a satisfactory manner, but difficulty is often experienced in burning the faces from other units of -a Division. Bad stoking is perhaps the most frequent cause of failure. There are many types of incinerators which will burn faeces, but I do not think the type used is so important a factor of success as proper stoking and intelligent supervision by the orderlies. As regards the fly problem, it is most important to deal with breeding places, particularly manure and refuse. In one place where the division was stationed for some months during tk'e smmer, a manure dump arid a refuse tip were established, and all manure produced in horse lines was carted away daily to a dump, where it was stacked. Difficulty was frequently experienced in dealing with civilian manure and with manure from Army horses stabled in premises belonging to civilians, since in this latter case the owners of the premises are entitled to the manure. Fly-papers were issued during the summer and hung in messes and kitchens; I also recommended that one fly-paper should always be hung in the meat safe, to catch any flies which gained access while the doors were opened-1,200 fly traps of a very good type were issued to the Division, as well as seventy syringes for spraying purposes. Several thousand "oil-resin" fly wires, similar to those recommended for use by Captain Moor, were made, and were found to be very effective. They are cheap, very easy to make, and readily renewed. They were hung in permanent latrines and in this way large numbers of potentially dangerous flies were caught. Billet refuse was collected in sacks hung in billets, and the contents taken once or twice daily to the incinerators and burnt, and the sacks returned to the billet. Civilian refuse was dealt with in the following way: barrels labelled " Detritus " were placed near civilian houses and the occupants were requested to place all their rubbish in the barrels; the rubbish was taken away daily in carts to the refuse tip and burnt. I have seen a small plant, similar to the one described by Colonel Copeman, for dealing with soapy water from baths and laundry. After clarification with bleaching powder, the water is passed through a filter of coke and sand. The final effluent is perfectly clear, and as it generally contains free chlorine, it is free from pathogenic organisms, and can either be used again or run away into the streams or drains. There is an inevitable wastage of personnel in Sanitary Sections at the Front, and we hope that the reinforcements supplied will be of the same quality as the men they replace. The work now being done by Sanitary Sections at the Front is of extreme importance, and it is most important that men of good education and special qualifications should be enlisted, and all should receive the special training in Field Sanitation at the Company Headquarters before being sent for service abroad.
Captain MOOR, R.A.M.C. (in reply): I must express my thanks for the criticism of those who have kindly taken part in the discussion. I entirely agree with Colonel Copeman's view that it is necessary to deal with flies at their breeding ground, but it is also essential to deal with flies in the Camps, owing to the fact that many of their breeding grounds are impossible to control. I consider that all the known means of their extermination should be employed. Simultaneously and persistently, I have specially drawn attention to the necessity of the utilization of manure in growing vegetables, and the utilization of waste food in the production of fresh eggs and fowls, both from the hygenic value of fresh foods for the sick and wounded, and as an economic means of combating the world-shortage of food during war-time. I would also point out the great value of light portable tram-lines for the transport of manure and any other material, on account of their cheapness in prime cost and in working and the ease with which they are laid, moved, and relaid as required.
